EXPLANATION

ALTERED AND BRECCIATED QUARTZ DIORITE
SOLID PATTERN = >10% SULFIDES
BLOCK PATTERN + MINERALIZED
BLOCK LINE PATTERN = SILICEOUS
GRICOIA

QUARTZ DIORITE
WITH DOT PATTERN - PERVERSE ALTERATION

BOUNDARY OF MINERAL ZONE
SHORT DASH WHERE GRADATIONAL

R-SERIES DRILL HOLE GOLDEN ZONE DH
IN PLANE OF SECTION, SHOWING AVERAGE
ASSAY FOR SAMPLED INTERVAL

GOLDEN ZONE DRILL HOLE
AT POINT OF INTERSECTION WITH PLANE OF
SECTION

C.C. HAWLEY AND ASSOC., INC.

FIGURE 4-2 - A(1) - c(6)
SECTION THROUGH DRILL HOLES
R2 - R4
GOLDEN ZONE MINE
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